
POLAND



WARSAW
• Capital of Poland

• It is the biggest city in Poland

• There is the National Stadium

• The Palace of Culture and 
Science is the most popular 
building in the city

• The symbol of the city is
Warsaw Marmaid



KRAKÓW

• Cracow is the old capital 
city of Poland

• Tourists very often visit 
"Starówka", the Old
Town in Cracow

• Wieliczka is a very old 
salt mine. A large part 
of it is open to tourists

• Smok Wawelski- Wawel 
Dragon is the symbol of 
Cracow



GDAŃSK

• Gdansk is located by 
the sea

• The most popular tourist 
attraction is a big wheel

• One of the most 
interesting attraction is 
the Neptune Fountain



Famous Polish people



Famous Polish
people

from the past:



Maria Skłodowska - Curie

She was Polish scientist. 
She discovered two 
elements of Periodic table . 
Rad and Polon (Radium and 
Polonium).
She was the first woman to 
win a Nobel Prize. She was 
the one of the first women 
who had a driving licence



Mikołaj Kopernik

He discovered that the 
Earth spins around the 
Sun and not the other 
way. In Poland there is a 
proverb „Wstrzymał 
słońce ruszył Ziemię” (he 
stopped the Sun and 
moved the Earth).



Famous Polish people today



Sanah
One of the most popular 
Polish pop singers. The lyrics 
of her songs are heavily 
inspired by poems.



Robert Lewandowski
He is the most famous 
football player in Poland. He 
won the „Gold Ball” award 5 
times.



Wołomin

This is our town.



Park of 
Zofia Nałkowska

There is a museum and 
a playground in this park. 
There is McDonald’s in 
front of it :D



This is our school



This is our 
Geography class



This is how we spend our 
breaks



This is our 
Music class



This is our 
Maths class



This is our Polish class.



This is our gymnastic hall .



This is our History class
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